
About

Who is Building your Coach?

Create a Coach of your dreams!
Here at Custom Coach Creation we Pride ourselves on building
high quality Coaches the old fashion way with real wood and
some of the best products and appliances in the industry,
like:  Xantrex,  Coleman,  Battle  Born,  Fiamma,  Frigidaire,
GoPower and many other name brands.Our Build team is like
family and they create some of the most unique coaches on the
planet!When we say Custom, that’s what we mean! Every piece is
built by hand to fit your needs.Nothing in our Coaches is pre-
made and every Camper will have the heart of the owner built
into it.

https://customcoachcreations.com/about/


Hello,  we  are  Robert  and  Lois  Murphy,
Owners of Custom Coach Creations, Inc.
 We build high quality coaches at a reasonable price that are
truly custom, no cheap particle board used or corners cut, We
build them to be user friendly, systems are hidden but very
accessible and can be maintained by user with little to no
experience.  This  saves  the  user  time  &  money  going  to
expensive RV repair facilities. Because we are a small Company
without loads of overhead and outsourcing, we can build them
to be affordable. Just as important, we build our coaches
custom, the WAY YOU WANT IT! We help design a layout that
works for you, you choose the amenities, materials & colors.
We  create  everything  right  here  on  site,  including  the
upholstery. We pride ourselves in personalized attention to
each customer. We can build as much or as little, as you
like.We build quality coaches on any chassis, new or old. We
are experienced in building Ram Promaster, Mercedes Sprinter,
Ford Transit, Nissan NV, Trailers and more. We Love what we
do!Please take the time to look through our website, to learn
about all of the options that we can incorporate into a cargo
or high top conversion van.


